Checking Course Reserve Lists for each Course’s holdings:

Go to the OGS website www.ogs.edu —>

Go to the Library pages (see top black menu bar) —>

Scroll down and go to the Library Resources —>

Scroll down and go to the Library Catalog —>

Hit the Search button to go to the Advanced Search Screen

OGS Library Catalog

Search the Online Oxford Graduate School Library Catalog

On the Advanced Search Screen hit the Oxford Reserve button

Oxford Graduate School Library

Data must be entered for searching.

Find: Titles that contain the word(s)

Return 10 per page.

Course Reserves (Continued...)

› You will see a list of each Course that has its own shelves of reserved books

Oxford Graduate School Library
1. The 17 indisputable laws of teamwork: embrace them and empower (2001)
3. The art of connecting: how to overcome differences, build rapport (2006)
4. The art of writing advertising: conversations with William Ber (1965)
6. The believable organization: an introduction to communications (1990)
7. The blogging church: sharing the story of your church through (2007)
9. Bridging differences: effective intergroup communication / Wi (1994)
10. Business and professional communication: plans, processes, and (2009)
Research and Developmental Reading Assignment Tips: Reading book lists teaches you more than a feel for the scope of the subject covered in the book list. It will give you a sense of the subject as you look for other sources consistent with the list. The same is true for the Course Bibliography in the Syllabus. Book lists represent the judgement of people familiar with a domain of literature. Graduate level research is about learning to recognized, find, and digest the best information on your desired subjects. As you continued to grow in familiarity with subjects and move towards mastery in your area of expertise, you will get better and faster at finding the best information on what you want to know as a scholar and life-long learner.

62. The new era in religious communication / Pierre Babin with Merc (1991)
63. The new influencers: a marketer's guide to the new social media (2007)
65. One-to-one in the workplace: scripts for achieving success in (2001)
Continued...
83. Talk your way to the top: communication secrets to change your (2000)
86. Thinking through communication: an introduction to the study of (2001)
87. Understanding misunderstandings: exploring interpersonal communication (1979)
88. War of words: getting to the heart of your communication struggle (2000)
89. Words made flesh: scripture, psychology & human communication (1986)
90. Writing and reading differently: deconstruction and the teach (1985)